Former Ambassador to Lebanon To Visit Carter Library
Ambassador John Gunther Dean Available for Media Interviews

Atlanta, GA.- Former Lebanon Ambassador John Gunther Dean will be available to discuss the current situation in the Middle East at an 11 am news conference on Thursday April 26th at the Carter Presidential Library. Dean’s background as U.S. Ambassador to Lebanon, India, Thailand, Denmark and Cambodia gives him a keen understanding of the causes for current world events, particularly concerning Afghanistan and the Middle East.

“Ambassador Dean can provide insight into the conflict in Middle East, because of his lengthy foreign service career and his service in the world’s hot spots,” Carter Library Deputy Director Bob Bohanan said.

John Gunther Dean, who currently lives in Paris, served as U.S. Ambassador to Cambodia, Denmark, Lebanon, Thailand, and India during a Foreign Service career that stretched from 1956 to 1989.

Ambassador Dean’s diplomatic papers and oral history have been donated to the Carter Presidential Library and are available to researchers. The Carter Library is also preparing to make the Dean papers available online. The collection documents his role in some of the most important diplomatic events of the Cold War, including the Vietnam War, the Paris Peace Talks, an attempted coup in Laos and the final year of American diplomatic presence in Cambodia. Researchers will gain a better knowledge of Afghanistan today after reading Dean’s papers beginning in the late 1980’s on U.S. involvement in setting a timetable for Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan. In addition, Ambassador Dean’s materials provide new insights on India’s relationship with Russia and Israel.

“This is one of the best collections of personal papers on diplomacy I seen in my twenty-five years as a Presidential library archivist,” Bohanan added. The papers describe Dean’s role in communications between the Carter White House and the PLO, as well as the 1980 attempt on Dean’s life while he was ambassador to Lebanon. In addition, the materials provide insight into nuclear non-proliferation in South Asia and Dean’s work with India’s Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi.

For more information, contact the Carter Library at (404) 865-7109.